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Abstract solu events can disturb the arth's magactosphere: rsulting n
enbancement of trapped ppuilations. Space radiation can

This paper is an overview of the WM wMennient, a effect these devices and subsystems in several ways. A since
combination of a space experiment, ground tea and modeling event upset EU) can our in digilal eewomcs when
program 1001ang at the rsponse of avanced electronic and incident radiation cum a bit flip. A sgle event ],"can
photonic: tchnologies to the natural radiation euvironnicut of (SEL) is shni except that the state of the device is changed
space- by the incident radiation such that a draws a larger than

normal cunent that persists until the device; is turried off SEL
cet article en une vue &ensembie de rexpinence de cm be desirWive to the device if the current is high anotigh

WM, une combinaison dune experience de respace, essai and lasts long enougli to burn t out Single Event Gate
au sol et des progranunes de modeler regardant la rdponse des Rupture (SEGR) can also occur in some devices and can also
technologies diectromques et photonic avanq6es i be catastrophic Radiation can also do other permanent
Fenvirormement de rayonnernent naturel de 1'espace. damage to devices through total ionizing dose or displacement

damage effects

1. INTRODUCTION The technology used in space systems is constantly
changing. with higher density, Eister lower voltage and power

'Me Microelectronics and Photomcs; Tesd)ed experiments devices being mcorporated in each new spacecra& 'Me
are the result of a munber of international collaborations that problem is that all three of these factors tend to increase the
resulted in the conception, planning, design, implementation, vulnerability single event effects. In addition, many new
construction and flight of a combination of space, ground test technologies show an increased sensitivity to total dose and
and modeling experiments looking at the response of displacement damage.
advanced technologies to the natural radiation environment of
space. MIYTB was launched in November. 1997 into a highly An important aspect of the MPTB program is that it
elliptical, high radiation orbit and has been continuously includes not only a space experiment but also a ground test,
producing data up to the present day. This talk will provide modeling and analysis program. 'Me purpose of these program
the background for the experiments and summarize the results are to perform radiation tests on devices identical to those
to date. flown at various ground test radiation facilities for each device

type or subsystem flown. 'Me results are being used to model
One objective of the experiments is to test commercial and predict their radiation degradation and upset rates in space

devices to demonstrate the oits for which they might be based on current radiation environment models for the
suitable. since radiation hardened devices are becoming hard radiation belts, cosmic rays and solar flares. The space upset
to get. The experiments include looking at both permanent and damage rates are being monitored on orbit as a function of
effects (total dose and damage) and transient phenomena time while the actual radiation environment inside the MVIB
(single event effects) in svstems such as a photonic data bus is being measured simultaneously. When completed, the
demonstration, microprocessorsill a variety of memories predictions will be compared to the space measurements after
including stacked memories, ADC's, EEPROMs, PGA's, corrections are made for the actual space radiation
optoisolators, a CCD. and other devices and experiments (s environment observed and the limits and accuracy of these
table below). M111TB also includes an artificial neural net procedures will be assessed and better predictive methods will
pattern recognition system developed by the French[21and a be developed as required.

particle monitoring system developed by the British[3]. Carrying out ground tests, developing and testing space

Microelectronic and photonic devices are used radiation damage models and comparing them to space tests
extensiveh- in ery satellite ystem and must be able to will enable us to reduce the uncertainty in our predictions for

space systerns which will perrnit the use of some higheroperate reliably in the radiation environment to carrv out their
mission. The performance of modem devices can be severe1v performance devices which might have been excluded because
degraded or pernianentiv damaged y the natural space of concerns about survivability. It will also produce more
radiation environment which consists of .electrons and prot reliable operation and will increase the mean mission duration
in the Van Allen belts, and cosmic rays ions and solar flare of ftiture space systems. An additional fringe benefit of the
particles outside of the earth's magnetic fields. In addition, MPTB program is that the ground test data will be made

available to the space community after analysis.
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and focal plane arrays, models for radiation effects have been
developed, but careful space experiments are needed to

11. SPACE ExPERrmENT DEsIGN validate the models. For example, the charge transfer
efficiency loss in a CCD can be predicted if the proton

The MPTB is a sophisticated, microprocessor ntrolled, environment is known. For most photonic devices, the models
test system. it incorporates a large number of experimental are in various stages of development and are largely unproven
devices aranged into 24 separate cards. Ile boards, tests and by space tests. The MPTB flight data for these technologies,
parts are described in Table 1. The controller provides the in connection with ground tests, wl play a aicial role in
interface to the satellite, receives and decodes ground model development and in qualifying these technologies for
commands, and formats experimental data for downloading. space applications.
Each event is time tagged so that the data points can be
correlated with the position of the spacecraft when the data As examples of the space data, the graphs below
were acquired (especially important for single events). The summarize three types of measurements. Figure I is a plot of
controller is capable of reading data on the entire complement four board MOS dosimeter outputs as a finiction of orbit
of devices every two seconds and checking for errors. Total number correlated with five large flare events as measured on
dose measurements are performed once per orbit the NOAA GOES satellites[5]. Note the long-term effect of

the solar events. he dose rates measured by the MOS
'Me MPT13 contains or is connected to experiments to dosimeters, which are at the location of the devices facing out,

monitor the radiation environment- These include MOS vary from about 0 I mrad(Si)/s to IO mrad(Si)/s.
dosimeters on each of the boards for total dose, a DERA
CREDO-T,11[3] particle telescope for particle flux monitoring, Figure 2 shows the output of CREDO correlated with
a proton and heavy ion energy spectrometer (The Aerospace SEU events from the NVTB A6 board[6] which includes
Corporation Charged Particle telescope[41), and therrnistors commercial DRAM's and SRAM's showing the correlation
for temperature measurement. with proton belt passes, solar events, and cosmic ray events

beyond the rriagnetosphere.

111. GROUND TEsTwo, MoDwNG, AND ANALYsis Figure 3 shows damage as measured from the standby and
active supply currents for two of the DRAM's. One of the

The WTB includes a ground test, modeling and analysis devices is on the front of the board facing space (2Tr steradian
program whose purpose is to perform radiation tests at various with a nimmum shielding of about 50 mils aluminum
radiation facilities on the ground on each device type or equivalent) and one on the back of the board. Included is a
subsystem to be flown. Fidelity of the ground test simulations plot of the dose as measured by one of the MOS dosimeters.
is assured because the system used for the testing is the
prototype of the flight hardware and the same software is Table 2 is a summary of SEU data for all of the devices
used. This is important since one of the goals of the program on boards A6 & B6 comparing the rates for parts on the front
is to quantift, the acuracy with which one can predict space and on the back of the boards. Note the statistically significant
performance in a radiation environment. The devices are also differences between the parts facing the front toward the
be modeled and predictions of their radiation degradation and radiation environment and those on the back. Also included is
performance is being made. his is being done using the best the overall upset rate for the DRAM's and SRAM's as upsets
available techniques and with the accepted models of the per bit per daN..
radiation environment (including solar events) and the results
are being be compared to the actual space measurements after
corrections are made for the observed space radiation AcKNOWLEDGEMENTS
environment during the mission. Better predictive models can
be developed based on these results. The flight unit was constructed bv the Naval Center for

Space Technology at NRL A number of the specific devices
When a device tpe was selected for the MPTB. a large and subsystems being flown and tested in the MP'TB program

nurnber of the devices were obtained Erom the same wafer. lot were selected by major space acquisition program offices or
and processing batch, if possible. A number of the devices are their associated technology offices. The MPTB has enjoyed
used in flight and about the same number have been allocated multi-sponsor support from many sources including 'the
lo the ground test program. 'Me ground test devices will be Defense Threat Reduction Agency (formerly DNA and
irradiated at proton and heavy ion accelerators and at C-60 DSWA) and the Space Test Program (for launch and
facilities at arious dose rates to determine the adiation integration support). The program has wide participation on
response of the devices. As an example, we are flying sixteen both the national and the iternational level and is very highly
16 Mb DRAM's on boards A6 & B6. leveraged.

In the case of icroelectronic devices. single event Science and engineering participants include individuals
models alreadv exist. and these work well for some devices. from NRL DTRA, NASA, NSWC (Crane), The Aerospace
For more modem, small feature size devices, they inav be off Corporation, Boeing, Hughes, vne Sensors, Kodak,
in their predictions by up to an order of magnitude. For CCD's Motorola, MRC. Vilesse, Westinghouse now Northrop
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Grumman), and Clemson and Vanderbilt Universities. [31 C. Dyer, C. Sanderson, R Mugford and C Wuson,
international collaboration includes the Defense Evaluation "Radiation Environment of the Microelectronics and
Research Agency and the Universities of Leicester and Brunel Photonics Test Bed as Measured by CREDO-3," paper Y�,-O-3
(United Kingdom), the French Space Agency (CNES), and at this conference.
LGI/CNRS in Grenoble, France.

[41 J. Blake M. Looper, "'Me adiation Environment
RFFFRENCES Experienced by MPTB," paper A0-4 at this conference

[II K_ Clark T. Meehan, "Me Microelectronic and Photonic [51 NOAA, National Geophysical Data Center,
Test Bed RISC Processor Memory Stack Experiments," %k-ww.ngdc.noaago%
paper W-0-4 at this conference

[61 S. Buchner, A. Campbell, T. Meehan, D. McMorrow C.
[2] Evidences of SEU Tolerance for Digital Implementations Dyer, C Sanderson C. Comber, "Observation of Sing le-Ion
of Artificial Neural Networks., One Year of MPTB Flight Multiple-Bit Upsets in Memories in Space," paper W0-2 at
Results," paper W-0-3 at this conference this conference

Table I
NTTB Board Experiments - SEE single event effects including upset and latchup, TD = total dose, DD = displacement

damage

BOARD EXPERUVIENT TEST PARTS

Al 111P SEE High-speed divide by four test darctut

A2 Optoisolator DD&TD DtVIacemwA & total dose effects in basic photonic element
A3 FPGA SEE & TD Actel gate army (AM )

A4 Analog/Bipolar ELDRS TD Test nuits & devices for enhanced low dose-rate effects
A5 CREDO Particle Environment Particle telescope with solid state detectors

A6 DRAM is & 93L422 SEE & D Commercial pastic 16 Mb DRAM's & 1Kb SRAM's

A7 Neural Net SEE & DD System (microprocessor, SRAM & ANN coprocessor)
A8 Analog SEU SEE & TD Commercial op amps and voltage comparators

BI Linear/Bipolar ELDRS TD Test circuits & devices for enhanced low dose-mte effects

B2 MernorT Stack SEE & TD Packaged stack of 16 Mb IBM DRAM's
B3 SRAM's SEE & TD Dual poll 128 Kb radiation tolerant IDT

B4 CCD TD & DD CTE and dark current pixel 16 Kb CCD (N-G)

B5 SRAM's SEE & TD Commercial 256 Kb radiation tolerant (Matra & IDT)

B6 DRAM's & 93L422 SEE & TD Cominercial. plastic 16 Mb DRAM's & I Kb SRAM's

B7 Neural Net SEE TD Svstem as A7 but without coprocessor

B8 ADC SEE TD High-speed ADC (N-G)

C] Microprocessor SEE TD R3000 RISC processor with different epi-layer thickness

C2 ADC SEE & TD Commercial parts

C3 SRAM's SEE TD, Dual port 125 K radiation tolerant IDT

C4 DR1773 FODB SEE & TD NASA-Goddard dual-rate fiber optic data bus system

C5 SRAM's SEE & TD Conunerical 256 Kb radiation tolerant Matra & IDT)

C6 EEPROMAJVPROM TD SEE Write damage in hardened EEPROM & UVPROM dosimeter

�7 . FPGA 1280) SEE & TD Control test of FPGA's used on all boards

C8 GaAs. SEE ____SRAW s with and without LT-GaAs layer
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Figure 1: MOS dosimeter total dose measurements from 4 boards as a function of h4PTB orbit number along with the location
of five flare events as measured on the NOAA GOES[91 geosynchronous satellites where the particle flux was significant
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Figurc 2 CREDO coincidence proton data correlated with single event upset events as measured on board A6 for a 3-day
period in August, 1998 before and after a flare eent that commenced in orbit 584.
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Figure 3 Active and standby cummt for two NEC DRAM's on board A6 as a fiviction of day in universal time (Ul) along with
to total dose as measured from the board MOS dosimeter.

Table 2
Summary data of SEU's for parts on the front (facing space) and back for boards A6 & B6

IVIPTB - 427 days of data total nurnber of SEU's
A6 B6

NEC U27,front 1247 1329
U24,front 1508 1357
U23,front 1445 1457
U22,front 1592 1327
U1 1,back 1207 1017
U8,back 1276 1107
U5,back 1298 1133
U2,back 1333 1050

931-422 U1 (LSB) 559 408
U25 (MSB) 260 286

sum average std dev
NEC front 11262 1408 8.0%

back 9421 1178 10.1%
931-422 U1 967 484 22.1%

U25 546 273 6.7%

average upset cross secbon #/bit/day)
NEC front 1.965E-07
NEC back 1.644E-07

93L422,Ul 1. 1 06E-03
931-422, U25 6.244E-04
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